
Axiom Transition Packet

Overview 

Veracross is proud to announce the launch of our next generation application framework called 
Axiom.  The Axiom framework acts in service of the entire Veracross platform, providing easier 
and more refined ways for administrative staff to navigate, query and work with data across all 
modules of the system. 

The Axiom project was announced three years ago at the first Veracross Connect User 
Conference in 2012.  At that time we stated six goals for the project.  After 3 years of 
development, we are proud to report that Axiom delivers on all of these goals.

1. Web only
2. One interface
3. Fresh visual design
4. Improved navigation
5. Productivity
6. New Concepts

Launching a significant platform transition like Axiom will be a transition process, not a singular 
event.  ES2/ESWeb will continue to be used and supported for the time being, however Axiom 
will ultimately replace both of those applications.  The transition will start in Summer 2015 with 
schools interested in being early adopters, with the transition process spanning through the 
2015-2016 school year.  Axiom will offer a lot of robust functionality on day one, but it will also 
take time to work through issues and reach exact feature parity with ES2/ESWeb.  We have 
worked very hard to craft a transition process which allows for a lot of overlap and 
interoperability between ES2/ESWeb and Axiom.  This packet contains materials to help explain 
the transition process in more detail and answer a number of questions.

Throughout the entire transition process, each school's database will be maintained.  There is 
no need to do a migration or approach the transition as an "all or nothing" decision.  Both 
systems will access the exact same database and both systems can be used simultaneously by 
the same school and by the same user.  It is our hope that this unique approach to managing 
the transition will make it much easier for your organization to adopt the new platform when it is 
right for your school.

Significant platform transitions like this don't come around very often.  It is a very special and 
unique opportunity for those involved.  Your school has the opportunity to be a part of shaping 
the features of this platform for the next many years.  We are very proud of Axiom 1.0 and are 
even more excited for the future.  We hope you are too.
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Axiom Transition Guide Overview

Please find included in this packet, the following information: 
• Axiom Core Values
• Axiom Transition Process Explanation
• Feature Matrix
• Screenshot Comparison
• Axiom Technical FAQ

Axiom Core Values 

One of the best ways to start to understand the Axiom transition is to understand some of the 
core values that factored into the design and development of the new framework.  There were 
three primary goals that guided the development of Axiom:

1. Leveraged Functionality
2. Fresh and Familiar Experience
3. Stability and Flexibility

Leveraged Functionality

Veracross offers a robust integrated SIS solution, connecting all school departments through a 
single, centralized database.  Veracross’ comprehensive system architecture makes it easy to 
stay coordinated, streamlined, and on top of critical real-time data.  Axiom enhances this 
Veracross experience by providing robust, leveraged functionality which is shared by all 
departments.  The same core functionality can be used by Admissions, Development, Athletics, 
Health and more.  This allows for a much consistent user experience across all modules.

Fresh and Familiar Experience

We believe that a big improvement like Axiom is important, necessary, and inevitable for a 
system like Veracross.  We also believe that it is critical to manage that transition with the 
utmost consideration and care.  A lot of time and effort has been given to considering this 
transition.  This consideration has been achieved by trying to design a system which is both 
familiar and fresh.  A lot of what users will experience in Axiom should feel very familiar to ES2/
ESWeb.  At the same time, we have sought to refine the experience to be clearer and easier to 
use as well as adding lots of brand new functionality.

Stability and Flexibility

Axiom strives to achieve a unique balance between stability and flexibility.  We sought to make 
Axiom a stable foundation that makes common tasks clearer and easy to use.  At the same 
time, we believe that each school has unique needs and the system should be flexible enough 
to support those different needs.  While it can be tempting to take powerful system like 
Veracross too far in either direction, we believe that the very best result comes from achieving a 
delicate balance between these two positions.
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Axiom Transition Process Explanation 

ES2/ESWeb Interoperability

For the past 12 years, the core of Veracross has been built upon a unique framework with two 
complementary experiences called ES2 and ESWeb.  ES2 is the native desktop experience and 
ESWeb displays many of the same screens and reports in a web browser.  ES2 and ESWeb 
were architected to work closely together.  This one framework with complementary experiences 
is what enables us to build new homepages, reports, screens and fields and have them appear 
consistently across both the desktop and the web.  Many of the Veracross features used 
everyday by administrative staff are built on top of this framework.  

Axiom is brand new, but it follows in the same tradition as ES2 and ESWeb.  Axiom maintains 
many of the same core concepts that have made ES2/ESWeb so powerful, including Queries, 
Reports, Module homepages and Record Detail Screens.  The significant improvement over the 
previous generation is that all of these concepts have been rebuilt from the ground up for the 
modern web.  This new framework will enable us to build more powerful features for staff and 
administrative users and share those features across all departments.

Axiom is brand new in terms of its user interface and features, but it is of the same family as 
ES2 and ESWeb in terms of concepts.  Because of the unique way that the original framework 
was architected, Axiom will be able to overlap and interoperate with much of ES2/ESWeb.  
When new reports are added to a homepage, they will be reflected across ES2, ESWeb and 
Axiom at the same time.  When a new field is added to a record detail screen, it will be reflected 
across all three.  ES2, ESWeb and Axiom are all connected at their core.

Although Axiom maintains continuity with ES2 and ESWeb, there are also plenty of new things 
that are special to Axiom which will ultimately make it easier to use and more powerful.  We are 
trying to achieve something unique with Axiom.  We are trying to walk a very fine line between 
having Axiom be new and fresh yet still familiar. Our hope is that all of this will enable a smooth 
transition for users between the current generation and the next generation.
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When Should We Start Transitioning to Axiom?

The answer to this question will likely be different for each school and different for each 
department at the school.  The goal of this packet is to provide as much information as possible 
to help schools make an informed decision about when to begin the transition.

Axiom will be generally available starting on June 15, 2015 at VC Connect.  Because Axiom 
works with the same database it can be used alongside ES2/ESWeb. All of the data available in 
ES2/ESWeb will also be available through Axiom.  Axiom offers much of the same functionality 
as ES2/ESWeb, but there are also certain notable features which are not available in the initial 
release.  These are documented in this packet.  At the same time, there will be some brand new 
functionality which is only available through Axiom.  It is important to consider all of these factors 
when planning your transition.

As with any brand new software, there is a period of time after the initial release where new 
defects are encountered and will need to be addressed.  This process is normal and occurs 
even when robust testing has taken place.  We believe Axiom is ready for general use by many 
users.  At the same time, not all users prefer to be part of an initial release.  We expect most 
schools and users to fall into one of three groups depending upon temperament and 
functionality needs.

Early Transition: June 2015 - October 2015

Some users prefer to be early adopters of any new technology in order to learn the new system 
and offer feedback.  Because Axiom can be used alongside ES2/ESWeb, we hope there will be 
many early adopters.  During this phase, users should expect to encounter minor issues/bugs.  
In addition, early adopters should be comfortable switching between Axiom and ES2/ESWeb as 
different situations arise.

Standard Transition: October 2015 - July 2016

Most users will prefer to be part of the standard transition.  During this phase users will be able 
to accomplish most all of their day-to-day tasks without issues and will find a lot of value in the 
new functionality.

Late Transition: July 2016

Some users may choose to wait as long as possible to make the transition.
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How Will Axiom Specifically Affect The Rest Of The Veracross Platform?

Axiom and ESWeb

ESWeb will exist throughout the 2015-2016 school year to provide schools with the opportunity 
to migrate departments at their convenience.  Please refer to the Feature Matrix in this transition 
packet for specific details about which features will be available at launch and which will be 
added in future releases.

We plan to discontinue ESWeb support in July 2016.

Axiom and ES2

ES2 will continue to exist for a while.  At launch, tasks that require integration with other desktop 
applications will be better accomplished using ES2.  At the same time, we expect that many 
ES2 users will be able to switch to Axiom when a school chooses.  In due course, Axiom will do 
everything ES2 currently does and more.

We plan to discontinue ES2 support in July 2017.

Axiom and Parent/Student Portals

The Parent and Student Portals will continue to exist as normal.  We do not plan to replace the 
Parent and Student Portals with Axiom.

Axiom and Teacher Portal

The Teacher Portal will continue to exist as normal.  We do not plan to replace the Teacher 
Portal with Axiom.

At the same time, there will be certain Veracross data and functionality which is only available in 
Axiom that teachers may find helpful.  Over the long run, we expect that schools will have 
teachers use Axiom much more than they did with ESWeb.  Going forward, our development 
philosophy is to keep the Teacher Portal focused on LMS features.  This means that in the 
future, there will be certain new Veracross functionality which teachers will use that will only be 
available in Axiom.  This will be primarily for new features which apply to both teachers and 
administrative staff.

ESWeb Reports which have been saved to the Faculty Homepage in Portals will not be 
automatically converted to Axiom at launch.  Each school will be able to decide when to convert 
those reports to Axiom reports.  This will allow each school to decide when to expose Axiom to 
their teachers.  More documentation will be published in Fall 2015 for how to migrate ESWeb 
reports on the teacher homepage to Axiom.

Axiom and VCA

The summer is not an ideal time for business offices to start a transition like Axiom because of 
fiscal year audits.  As a result, we plan to make Axiom available for VCA starting in the Fall.
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Axiom and Other Targeted Veracross Apps

Axiom does not affect more targeted applications and services like the following:

• Admissions Portal
• Online Enrollment
• Online Program Registration
• Online Event Registration
• Online Donations
• Schedule Builder
• API

How Different Are ES2, ESWeb and Axiom?

We have provided two sets of materials in this guide to help address this question.

Feature Matrix

We have written a detailed Feature Matrix which documents exactly which functionality exists 
for each platform. Please find the feature matrix included in this packet. 

Screenshot Comparisons

We have compiled a brief series of screenshots that compare and contrast the major user 
interface features for ES2, ESWeb and Axiom. Please find the screenshot comparisons included 
in this packet.

What Are The Primary New Features of Axiom?

The new features of Axiom will be discussed and demonstrated in great detail at VC Connect in 
June 2015.  We will not publish details about the new features ahead of the conference.  After 
the conference all of the relevant materials and documentation will be published and made 
available to all schools.

Will There Be Documentation For Axiom?

Yes.  There will be three different forms of documentation available at launch.

1. Complete Documentation Manual
2. Quick One-Page Reference Sheets
3. Short Introduction Videos
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How Much Training Will be Required to Learn Axiom?

For any brand new system, some amount of training will always be necessary.  At the same 
time, there are three important factors which should make learning Axiom easier than learning 
other new systems.

Shared Concepts With ES2/ESWeb

Many of the concepts from ES2/ESWeb carry over into Axiom.  Users who are experienced and 
familiar with ES2/ESWeb should find Axiom very recognizable.

Axiom Will Coexist Alongside ES2/ESWeb

Learning Axiom can be a transition process for users.  In order to promote this, Axiom will 
coexist alongside ES2/ESWeb.  It will be possible to use both at the same time on the same 
data.  There is no need to feel pressure to do a hard cutover.  Users and departments can 
choose the pace for their transition.

The User Interface is Simpler and Clearer

We have worked hard to simplify and clarify the user interface in Axiom.
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Axiom Technical FAQ 

Which Browsers Will Axiom Support?

Chrome
Internet Explorer 11
Internet Explorer 10
Safari 8
Safari 7
iOS Safari 8
Firefox

Will Axiom support Tablets?

Yes.  Axiom has been designed to work on tablets like the iPad.  The UI is flexible to scale to a 
variety of screen sizes.

Will Axiom support Mobile Phones?

Axiom 1.0 has not been designed to work on mobile phones.  We believe that the tasks which 
are best suited for phones are different than those for laptops or tablets.  The best phone 
applications are designed and built specifically for phones, not scaled down versions of desktop-
class applications.  We view the phone as more of a remote-control or companion device to 
Axiom.  We intend to build Axiom companion functionality for phones, but that will be a later 
phase of the Axiom project.

Multiple Windows

One of the ways that Axiom is different from ES2 is how it handles new windows.  ES2 opens 
every new screen in a new window.  In Axiom, all navigation happens within a single browser 
window.  Because Axiom is a web application that runs in a browser, we felt that it was best to 
have the default navigation stay within a single window, but give each user the freedom to open 
multiple tabs or windows when necessary.  In addition, Axiom has some new functionality to 
make navigating around the system faster and easier.

Recent Homepage/Workspace Breadcrumb

Homepages and Workspaces serve as the primary launching points within Axiom.  One of the 
most common types of navigation is jumping back to the most recently accessed Homepage or 
Workspace.  The most recently access Homepage or Workspace is always just one click away 
using the breadcrumb link in the Axiom Launchpad.
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Axiom URL History

One of the primary icons in the Axiom Launchpad is for viewing recently accessed reports, 
homepages and records.  The History icon is available from any screen and makes it very easy 
to get back to a previous screen.

Browser Back Button

It is always possible to get back to a previous page in Axiom using the normal browser back 
button.

Browser New Tab

It is possible to open multiple Axiom screens at the same time by just opening links in a new 
browser tab using the standard browser functionality.

Browser New Window

It is possible to open multiple Axiom screens side by side by opening links in a new browser 
window using the standard browser functionality.

Security

All of the same security rules from ES2 are retained in Axiom.  Axiom doesn't change anything 
about how security works in Veracross.

Mail Merge

We understand that producing documents in a variety of formats using the data in Veracross is 
very important.  Traditionally this has been accomplished in desktop applications by integrating 
directly with printers and tools like Microsoft Word and Excel.  Web applications are very 
different from desktop applications.  As a result, Axiom will necessarily change the way we all 
think about "mail merge".  In addition, it is important to keep in mind that "mail merge" is not a 
singular feature.  There is a spectrum of functionality which falls under the heading of "mail 
merge".  Some of the different aspects of mail merge include:

• Labels and Envelopes
• Standard Veracross PDF documents
• Standard Veracross PDF documents with custom text
• Ad-Hoc Microsoft Word Mail Merge
• Ad-Hoc Email Mail Merge

Axiom supports some of these mail merge features in version 1.0 and support for others will be 
added in future releases as we consider how best to bring this important functionality to the 
web.
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Labels and Envelopes

Axiom will support printing labels and envelopes before the start of school 2015.  Axiom will 
support all of the same formats that ES2 does.

Some exciting new features have been added to label and envelope printing in Axiom.

First, Axiom makes it easier to preview the output of labels and envelopes.  Labels and 
envelopes are another way of viewing the results of a query.

Second, label and envelope configuration is saved with the query.  This means that everyone 
who opens up that saved query will get the same label and envelope configuration.

Third, it is possible to display any fields from a query on labels and envelopes, not just name 
and address information.  Any fields which are included in the query will be displayed on the 
label or envelope and the order of fields on the label is determined by the order of fields in the 
query.  It will now be possible to use labels and envelopes.

Fourth, we've build some new formats which are specially designed for viewing data on screens.  
This will enable exciting new ways of viewing queries, like photo directories.

Standard Veracross PDF Documents

Veracross has a number of Standard PDF documents like Report Cards, Transcripts and 
Student Schedules.  In Axiom it will be possible to batch print these standard documents using 
regular Axiom queries.

Standard Veracross PDF Documents with custom text

Some Veracross PDF documents have more customizability than others.  For example, 
Admissions Application Decision Letters or Financial Aid Decision Letters.  In Axiom, it will be 
possible to batch print these standard documents with custom text using regular Axiom queries.

Ad-Hoc Email Mail Merge

Axiom will support sending emails.  Just like emails sent to distribution lists, Axiom emails will 
support the standard "{VC:}" fields.

Ad-Hoc Microsoft Word Mail Merge

The most customizable and flexible option in the world of ES2 Mail Merge is integration with 
Microsoft Word.  Axiom 1.0 will not support integration with Microsoft Word documents.  We are 
still dreaming about what the future of document based mail merge should look like on the web.  

For the initial release it will be possible to export a query to Excel and merge that data with a 
Word document.

For the future, we are still evaluating two different options.  First, we are considering integration 
with Google Docs for mail merge.  This would allow one to create a Google Document and then 
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merge it with the results of a query.  The other option we are considering is building our own 
document editor for composing ad-hoc documents for mail merge.

We will share more details about the future of mail merge in Axiom in 2016.

Graphs and Other Visualizations

Axiom 1.0 supports a variety of different ways for viewing the results of a Query.  At launch, the 
following Results views will be available:

• Data Grid
• Cards, Labels and Envelopes
• Calendar
• Google Map

We have plans for additional ways of displaying query results for future releases of Axiom.
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Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

VIew List of All Available Homepages Yes No Yes

View Shared Reports on Homepage Yes Yes Yes

Quick Search for Find Hyperlinks Yes No No

Quick Add for Add Hyperlinks Yes Yes Yes

Record Counts for Hyperlinks Yes Yes Yes

View Embedded Query Results Grid on Homepages No No Yes

Search for Records Yes No Yes

View Recent Navigation History Yes Yes Yes

Homepages & Navigation

ES2/ESWeb/Axiom Feature Matrix

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

Search for Fields Yes No Yes

Multi-field sorting Yes Yes Yes

Use Dynamic System Parameters as Criteria Yes Yes Yes

Build Subtotal & Totals Queries Yes No Yes

Override Column Header Descriptions Yes No Yes

Change Column Background Colors Yes No Yes

Locked Columns Yes No Yes

Override Display Format Yes No Yes

Building and running queries with basic, single field "OR" logic Yes Yes Yes

Building queries with complex, multi-field "OR" logic Yes No No

Running queries with complex, multi-field “OR” logic Yes Yes Yes

Query Design 

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

Robust Results Data Grid Yes No Yes

Sort Results Grid by Clicking Column Header Yes Yes Yes

Google Maps from Query Results No No Yes

View Calendars Yes Yes Yes

Query Results 
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Add new record from Calendar Yes No No

Graphing - Tree Maps Yes No No

Graphing - Line Graphs Yes No No

Graphing - Column Graphs Yes No No

Update Data in Ad-Hoc Query Results Grid Yes No No

Batch Update Records Yes No Yes

Merge Duplicate Records Yes No No

Batch Delete Records Yes No No

Export Grid Results to Excel Yes Yes Yes Note: Not all report formatting 
possibilities can be exported

Printing Query Results Yes Yes Yes Export to Excel and print from there

Printing Detail Screen (single tab) Yes Yes No

Printing Detail Screen (multiple tabs) Yes Yes No

Printing Detail Screen for Query Results Yes No No

Batch Print Veracross Documents (report cards, schedules, etc) from 
Query Results

No No Yes

Labels & Envelopes Yes No Yes

Ad-Hoc Word Mail Merge Yes No No

Basic Email Integration Yes No Yes

Advanced Email Integration No No Yes

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

View, Add, Update, Delete Records Yes Yes Yes

Copy Record Yes Yes No

Add, Update, Delete Related Records in Grids on Detail Screens Yes Yes Yes Yes, just missing "add" from complex 
multi-row tabs

Rich Text Editor No Yes Yes

Pick related record using advanced search popup Yes Yes Yes

Add New Record from Advanced Search Popup Yes Yes No

Embeded Content in Detail Tabs No No Yes

View Record Insert Date/User, Update Date/User Yes Sort of Yes

Next/Previous Record Paging Yes No No

Detail Screens 

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

View & Create Folders Yes No Yes

Workspaces (Folders) 
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Save Queries Yes Yes Yes

Move Query from one folder to another Yes No Sort of Do a "Save As" and then delete the 
old one

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

Main Screen Menus Yes No Yes

Detail Screen Menus Yes No Yes

Actions (Menu Items) 

Feature ES2 ESWeb Axiom (June 
1, 2015) Axiom Notes

User Impersonation Yes Yes Yes

Active Directory Integration Yes Yes Yes

iPad Support (basic) No Sort of Yes

Other 
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